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1. INTRODUCTION 
Our goal here is to extend the Hopf maximal ergodic theorem to Banach 
lattices. 
Hopf’s maximal ergodic theorem has been used to obtain many of 
today’s classical ergodic theorems for positive operators. Hopf [6] used the 
maximal ergodic theorem as soon as he obtained it in order to define the 
conservative and the dissipative part of a positive contraction of 
L’(X, Z, p), (X, C, p) being a D-finite measure space. Dunford and 
Schwartz [3] used it to extend (and to give a new proof of) a dominated 
ergodic theorem of Wiener [ 1 I]; A. de la Torre [lo] used Wiener’s 
dominated ergodic theorem in order to obtain a new proof of the 
dominated ergodic theorem for positive invertible isometries in LP-spaces, 
1 <p < + 00 of A. Ionescu Tulcea (Bellow) [7]; the dominated ergodic 
theorem of A. Ionescu Tulcea (Bellow) has been instrumental in Akcoglu’s 
extension of the dominated ergodic theorem to positive contractions of 
Lp-spaces, 1 < p < + co (see [ 11). 
Our approach offers a rather direct extension of Theorem 2.7.2, p. 45 of 
[S], and is based upon Garsia’s proof of Hopf’s maximal ergodic theorem 
(see [4] or Theorem 2.1, p. 8 of [8]). 
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We will first describe the setting, and then we will state (and prove) the 
extension. 
The terminology used in this article will be that of Aliprantis and 
Burkinshaw [2], Krengel [8], and Schaefer [9]. 
2. THE SETTING 
Let E be a Banach lattice, and let T: E -+ E be a positive linear 
(bounded) operator. Let E’ be the dual of E, and let T’ be the dual of T. 
We will assume that T’ has subinvariant elements (that is, T’ has the 
property that there exists e E E’, e 3 0, e # 0 such that T’e < e), and let e be 
a subinvariant element of T’. 
As in Krengel’s book [S], set 
An=;j’ T’, 
n-l 
S,= c T’ 
,=O i=O 
M,u= sup A,u, M,Su= sup S,u 
I<k<n i<k<n 
for every n E N and u E E. 
Let % be the set of all components of e, that is, 
42= (xEE’/O<xGe, x A (e-x)=0}. 
For every u E E and n E N, set 
Vn(u)= {x~@/((M,u)Lx)=0}, 
and 
Wn(u)= {xE%/((M,SU)-, x) =O}. 
By Theorem 3.15, pp. 37-38 of [2], sup “y^,(u) and sup w,(u) exist in %! 
for every u E E and n E N (since E’ is an order complete Banach lattice). Set 
x1”‘= sup VJu) and yr’= sup ~Ju) for every u E E and n E N. 
Given u E E and n E N, one has that X~)E VJu), that is, xr’ = max Vn(u). 
Indeed, V”(U) is a directed set since if x, y E VJu), then x v y E %, and 
(W,u)-, x v ,Y> d ((M,u)-, x+ Y> 
= <(M,u)-, x> + <(M,u)-, v> =o 
(hence, x v y E Vn(u)); the set “y(u) is majorized by e in E’; therefore, we 
may apply Proposition 4.2, p. 72 of Schaefer’s book [9] in order to obtain 
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that ((M,u)-, sup -y^,(u)) =su~~~~“~~)((M~u)-, x  =O. We have there- 
fore proved that sup VJu) = max VJu) for every u E E and n E N. Similar 
arguments can be used to prove that for every u E E and n E N, one has that 
yr) = max wn(u). 
LEMMA 1. For every uE E and nE N, one has that xF’= yr’. 
Proof: Let u E E, and let n be a natural number. 
Clearly, 9$(u) = {x E a/x < xr)}, and wn(u) = {x E e/x < y:)}. 
Accordingly, in order to prove that x1”‘= yr’, we have to prove that 
~1”) Ewn(u), and that yf) E V”(U). 
In order to prove that xr’e %$(u), we have to prove that 
mcu)-7 xr)) = 0. Obviously, it is enough to prove that for every E > 0, 
one has that ((Mfu)), xl”)) <E. 
Given E>O, there exist x,, x2, . . . . X,E E’, x, 20, x,30, . . . . x,20, 
XI”’ such that xl=1 ((Aku)-, xk) c&/n* since if we think of 
. . . . A,u and M,u as being elements of the second dual E”, then 
o= ((M,u)-, x p’) = (id, (Aku)-, XI”‘) 
. . 
= inf 
i,.i > ,...,z “yp kc, ((AkU)-y zk). 
x::= 12, = X”” 
If we take into consideration that 0~ ((Aku)-, xk) <c/n*, and 
k(A,U)) =(sku)- for WerJ' k= 1, 2, . . . . 4 then O< ((s,u)-, xk) <&/n. 
Hence 
,$, ((sku)-, xk>cE. 
We have therefore proved that x, (n) E -ILT,(u). In a similar fashion, one 
proves that yj,4 E YJ,(u). Q.E.D. 
Let UE E. The sequence (x:)),~~ is an increasing sequence since 
(wfn~)-L,. is a decreasing one. Set x,= supneN xp’ (the supremum 
exists since the sequence (xr)),,, is bounded, and E’ is order complete). 
3. HOPF'S THEOREM 
We are now able to state and prove the extension. We will assume that 
the conditions described in the previous section are satistied, and we will 
use the notations introduced there. 
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THEOREM 2 (Hopf’s Maximal Ergodic Theorem in Banach Lattices). 
Let UEE. Then (u,xr))>OforeverynEN, and (u,x,)>O. 
Proof We will first note that in order to prove the theorem, it is 
enough to prove that (u, xc’) 3 0 for every n E FV. Indeed, if u = u + - u- 
is in E, then the sequences ((u+,x~))),~~ and ((up x:))),,~ 
are increasing and bounded; by Proposition 4.2, p. 72’ of [9], 
lim n- +m <u+, xr’) = (u+,x,), and lim,, +c4(up, xp)) = (up, x,) 
(since the sequence (x:)),,~ is increasing, and x, = SUP,,,~ xl”)); hence, 
the sequence ((u x’“‘)),, N converges and lim (24 x?‘) = (24, x,). 
We will procekd” as in Garsia’s p;oof of tii H?ipf ’ maximal ergodic 
theorem for positive contractions of L’-spaces (see Theorem 2.1, p. 8 of 
[S]). For every n E N, one has that u 3 Mfu- T((Mtu)+). Therefore, 
(u, XI”‘) 3 (Mfu, XI”‘) - ( T((Mfu)+ ), XI”‘). Taking into consideration 
that ((M’u)) xcn)) =0 (since x n yu p’~ w”(u)), we obtain that 
(u,xl”))>((A4;~)+,~~))-(T((M,Su)+),xl”)). 
The elements (Mfu)+ and (Mfu)- (thought of as elements of the 
second dual E”) are order continuous linear functionals on E’. Clearly, 
e- xr’ is in the carrier of (M,Su)). Using Nakano’s theorem (see 
Theorem 5.2, pp. 56-57 of [2]), one has that ((M;fu)+, e-x:)) =O. 
Accordingly, (u,x~‘)> ((Mfu)‘,e)- (T((M$)+),xF))2 ((Mzu)+,e) 
- (T((M~u)+), e> >O. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 2 is a natural extension of Hopf’s maximal ergodic theorem for 
L’-spaces. Assume that the Banach lattice E in Theorem 2 is an L’-space, 
L’(X, C, II). We will distinguish two cases: 
(a) (X, C, 11) is a o-finite measure space. 
(b) The general case. 
(a) In this case E’= L”(X, C, p). Let T be a positive contraction of 
L’(X, Z, p), and let e= 1,. Then T’l, < 1, and Theorem 2 becomes the 
classical Hopf’s theorem since for every u E L’(X, 2, p), one has that 
XI”‘= l{M.u>O} foreverv=M andx,=l(,“~.,,,,,,,...). 
(b) Let T be a positive contraction of L’(X, C, y), and let 
UEL’(X,Z’,~). Set Y={u#O}u(U,“=, {T’b#O}). (For notational 
convenience, here (as well as in case (a)) we do not make the distinction 
between measurable functions and their classes of equivalence.) Let 4, v be 
the restrictions of Z, p to Y, respectively. Then (Y, a, v) is a o-finite 
measure space, and L’( Y, 9, v) as a subspace of L’(X, C, p) is T-invariant 
(that is, T(L’(Y,F, v))sLl(Y,F, v)). Set A,= {M,,u>O} for every 
n E N, and A = lJ,“= , A,. One notices that this case can be reduced to case 
(4 since JA, u 4 = Jan, y udvforeverynE!V,and Jaudp=JanYudv. 
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